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Document Printing Techniques

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a portable paperless electronic printer for displaying a printed

document on an electronic paper display.

The application is related to other co-pending US applications filed on the same day by

the same assignee, all hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENITON

We have previously described a form of electronic book in our earlier applications

PCT/GB2006/050235 and GB 0702347.6, hereby incorporated by reference.

Background prior art relating to electronic document reading devices can be found in

US6,124,851, US2004/0201633, US2006/0 133664, US2006/0125802,

US2006/0139308, US2006/0077190, US2005/0260551, US6124851, US6021306,

US2005/0 151742, and US2006/0 119615. Prior art relating to displays can be found in

EP0283235A, GB2214342A, and US6831662.

There is, however, a need to improve on such devices.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention there is therefore provided a portable paperless

electronic printer for displaying a printed document on an electronic paper display, the

paperless electronic printer comprising: an input to receive print data from an output of

a printer driver of a computerised electronic device, said print data comprising data for

one or more document pages to be printed; non-volatile memory for storing data derived



from said print data; a non-volatile reflective display to provide an electronic paper

display of stored said print data for a said document page to mimic said document page

when printed on paper; and a processor coupled to said input, to said non-volatile

memory, and to said non-volatile reflective display and configured to input said print

data, to store said data derived from said print data in said non-volatile memory, and to

provide to said non-volatile reflective display data for displaying a said document page

derived from said stored data.

Broadly speaking embodiments of the printer can be used in the same way as a

conventional, paper - based printer (by opening a document and clicking print) a printed

page appearing on the display in a manner that mimics paper. Moreover, the device is,

in embodiments, portable and battery powered and provides a permanent, paper-like

display. In embodiments of the printer, the device is the same size as the apparent size

as the document page - that is the same size as a piece of paper if the page had been

printed on a conventional printer; moreover in embodiments the printer is thin, light to

hold, and has at least some flexibility. Overall the impression of a user is of printed

"electronic paper". In embodiments the non-volatile reflective display comprises an

electrophoretic display, but this is not essential.

In embodiments of the printer, the device is configured to receive printed data

comprising data representing an image of a printed document page (or pages). This may

be stored in the non-volatile memory in a, preferably lossless, compressed format.

In embodiments the portable paperless electronic printer comprises an electronic

document reading device with an electrophoretic display, arranged to mimic paper.

Thus preferred embodiments of the printer comprise an electrophoretic display with a

border which is substantially visually matched to the display to give the impression that

the display runs up to the edges of the device. In embodiments the "display surface" is

flat to edges of the printer. Then, when a page is printed, the margins of the image, that

is edge portions of the image of the document page from which information is

substantially absent, are cropped and the border of the electrophoretic display gives the

impression of these margins when the document page is displayed. In this way the



displayed document page, to a viewer, appears to extend substantially to edges or lateral

boundaries of the paperless electronic printer.

The printer may have both a portrait orientation and a landscape orientation. In

embodiments of the printer the border includes one or more touch sensitive regions and

the processor is configured to recognise one or more touch gestures formed on the

border irrespective of the orientation of the printer. This again helps to create an overall

ease of use similar to that of paper. In embodiments a part or all of the electrophoretic

display is touch sensitive and the processor is configured to enable a user to mark up a

printed document, for example with a pen. This information may then be stored in the

non-volatile memory, for example in association with the document page to which it

belongs, in embodiments as a bit map or image. This information may be extracted from

the printer and, in some preferred implementations, the printer has a synchronisation

function in which printed document pages are received from the computerised

(consumer) electronic device and/or in which user annotations are provided back to the

computerised electronic device. Preferred embodiments of the printer have a physical

size which corresponds to a standard paper size, for example an International standard

paper size such as defined in IS0 2 16 (or an equivalent German DIN standard, Swedish

SIS standard, or Japanese JIS standard) or a standard North American paper size such as

described in ANSI/ASME standard Y14.1 (for example, letter, legal and alike). The

printer may have a wired and/or wireless connection to the computerised electronic

device.

Use of a printer driver is a particularly convenient technique for paperless electronic

printing. However, in the above described invention the printer driver may be replaced

by some other form of interface software.

Thus in a related aspect the invention provides a method of printing a document onto an

electronic paper display, the method comprising: inputting print data from a printer

driver of a computerised electronic device, said print data comprising data for one or

more document pages to be printed; storing data derived from said print data in non

volatile memory; reading said data derived from said print data from said non-volatile

memory; providing to a non-volatile reflective display document page data for



displaying a document page derived from said stored data; and displaying said

document page data on said non-volatile reflective display to mimic said document page

when printed on paper.

Preferably the document page is displayed, as described above, such that a border of the

electrophoretic display is used to "display" a margin of the document page.

In a further related aspect the invention provides an electronic document display device

configured as previously described to implement this technique. The border of the

electrophoretic display may be used to conceal electrical connections and the like to the

electrophoretic display, thus enabling the displayed document page to appear as though

it extends right to the edge of the device without needing a programmable display to

extend right to the edge of the device.

Further features of preferred embodiments

We also describe a paperless printer for displaying an electronic document page, the

paperless printer comprising a central rewritable portion, a non-rewritable border with

external lateral physical dimensions defined by the display edges, wherein the border is

coloured to substantially match a background colour of the central rewritable portion

such that when a foreground part of the document page is displayed on the central

rewritable portion the appearance of margins of the document page is provided by the

background coloured border whereby in use the displayed electronic document page

appears to extend up to the display edges, and wherein the surface of the display is

substantially flat over the lateral physical dimensions from the central rewritable portion

across the border to the display edges.

In embodiments the electronic document page has one of a set of predetermined sizes,

the information on the page is located in a central portion of the page bordered by the

margins, and when the page is displayed on the paperless printer a size of the central

portion of the page substantially fits a size of the central rewritable portion of the

paperless printer and a width of the non-rewritable border of the paperless printer

substantially matches a width of a the margin of the document page. Thus, when the



document page is displayed, the appearance of the width of the margin of the document

page provided by the background coloured border is substantially in proportion to the

size of the central portion of the page.

Preferably the paperless printer includes non-volatile memory storing data defining the

information on the central portion of the page and data identifying the size of the

document page. Thus an aspect ratio of the paperless printer substantially matches an

aspect ratio of the predetermined electronic document page size and a size of the border

is substantially in proportion to a size of a corresponding margin.

In embodiments the lateral physical dimensions of the paperless printer are within 1 cm

to that of an international paper size standard, in particular ISO 216 or ANSI/ASME

Y14.1. In embodiments the foreground part of the document page displayed on the

central rewritable portion extends to a distance less than 5 mm away from the non-

rewritable border. Preferably no portion of the display extends in front of the display

surface. Preferably the central re-writable portion of the display comprises an

electrophoretic display element.

In embodiments the display has a front surface element and the border of front surface

element is coloured with the background colour on a rear face of the front surface

element. In embodiments the border of front surface element is coloured by embedding

coloured particles into the rear surface,. Then the electrophoretic display element

extends beyond the re-writable portion of the display behind the coloured border, and

the electrophoretic display element is substantially flush against the rear surface at an

edge of the coloured border around the central re-writable portion of the display. The

optical density of the coloured border may reduce gradually towards the central

rewritable portion so that the boundary between the border and the central-rewritable

portion is rendered less visible. The border may comprises electrophoretic display

material. Preferably the background colour is substantially white, and the display

surface has substantially the appearance of apiece of paper.

A paperless printer system including a paperless printer as described above may further

comprise processor control code to input data defining the electronic document page,



the processor control code cropping the margins of the electronic document page, and

writing data for the cropped document page to the central re-writeable portion of the

display such that an appearance of the margin of the document page is provided by the

background coloured border of the paperless printer.

The paperless printer may include one or more touch sensitive elements for controlling

the paperless printer, wherein at least one of the touch sensitive elements is disposed in

one or more portions of the border region and the touch sensitive elements being

arranged to generate a signal in response to a user touching the display surface in a

region of the border to control the paperless printer. The touch sensitive elements may

be disposed beneath the display surface and the border. Further touch sensitive

elements may be disposed in a region of the central rewriteable portion of the device.

Preferably at least one of the touch-sensitive elements disposed in the border region are

operable by the touch of a finger. The touch sensor may be a capacitive touch sensor

with at least one of its electrodes deposited onto a rear face of the front surface element.

In some preferred embodiments the paperless printer is bendable, conformable to adopt

a non-planar shape and/or rollable.

We also describe a method of displaying a document page with a predetermined size

using a paperless printer having edges defining lateral dimensions not substantially

larger than the predetermined size and having a central re-writable display portion and a

non-re-writable border, the document page comprising a central, foreground portion

bearing one or both of text and graphics, a background having a background colour and

at least one margin having the background colour, the method comprising: inputting

page data defining a page for display; processing the page data to crop margins of the

page such that, when displayed on the re-writable display portion, the non-re-writable

border gives the appearance of the cropped margins, the processing generating cropped

page data; and outputting the cropped page data for display on the re-writable display

portion of the display.

The method enables a document to be displayed on a display comprising a non-re¬

writable portion, which emulates a border of the document being displayed. Preferably,



therefore, the display has a front surface (or surface element) and the border of the front

surface (or surface element) is coloured with the background colour on a rear face of the

front surface (or surface element). Preferably, the border of front surface element is

coloured by embedding coloured particles into the rear surface, and the electrophoretic

display element extends beyond the re-writable portion of the display behind the

coloured border, substantially flush against the rear surface at an edge of the coloured

border around the central re-writable portion of the display. Preferably, the optical

density of the coloured border reduces gradually towards the central rewritable portion

whereby the boundary between the border and the central-rewritable portion is rendered

less visible. Preferably, the background colour is substantially white so that the display

surface has substantially the appearance of a piece of paper.

Thus embodiments of the method help to provide a paperless printer in which a

displayed page appears to extend right to the edge of the device without the need for

very sharp bends in flexible circuit board or wiring connecting to edges of the re

writable portion of the display. This is because by cropping the edges of a page prior to

displaying the apparent margins of the page are provided by the non-re-writable borders

of the paperless printer whilst the actual edge(s) of the rewritable display to which

connections are made lie within the apparent edges of the displayed page.

Preferably, the lateral dimensions of the paperless printer are within 1 cm to that of a

standard paper size, in particular ISO 216 or ANSI/ASME Y14.1. Preferably, the

central foreground portion displayed on the central rewritable portion extends to a

distance of less than 5 mm away from the non-rewritable border.

In some preferred embodiments such a method (and a method as described later below)

is implemented in another (host) computer system from which the paperless printer

receives processed, cropped page data. In embodiments the page cropping procedure is

implemented using a printer driver of the (host) computer system.

Preferably, the central re-writable display portion comprises an electrophoretic display

element. In embodiments of the method the paperless printer is not completely rigid,

having at least a degree of flexibility to impart robustness to the device.



Preferably, processing said page data further comprises formatting a layout of one or

both of said text and graphics of said document page such that said text and graphics are

displayable on said re-writable display portion. The page data may be received from a

device such as a laptop computer, desktop computer, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA),

mobile telephone or smart telephone, either as page data for cropping by said display

device or as pre-cropped page data, preferably in the form of page image data. The

page data is preferably stored in a non-volatile memory store of the display device.

The predetermined page size may be a standard size such as an international standard

ISO216 size (for example an A-series size such as A4 or A5, a B-series size such as B4

or B5 or a C-series size) or a substantially equivalent DIN, SIS of JIS size; or a North

American standard size such as AWSl Yl 4.1 (for example, letter, legal and the like).

The document page may be displayed at substantially 1:1 scale (which may include a

scale in one or both dimensions down to 0.9:1, 0.8:1 or 0.7:1).

This enables a device of, say, A4 size to display a page at substantially 1:1 scale on a

device not substantially larger than the page size, in this example, A4 size. This is

because the display can be smaller than (say) A4, the borders of the display giving

substantially the same impression as the (background) of the display screen. This in

turn, enables a viewer to have the impression that the displayed page extends right to

the edges of the paperless printer. (It will be understood that in this specification

references to a (background) colour include black, grey and white).

The processing to crop the margins of a displayed page may comprise a determining, for

a set of pages of a document, a minimum margin size for, preferably each of top,

bottom, left and right margins. This minimum margin size determines the amount which

can safely be cropped from each of the respective margins without losing any

information on a page. Preferably, therefore, in this context a margin is that portion of a

page which, amongst the pages of a document for display, has information which does

not substantially change from one page to the next. Typically this is a "white space"

part of a page. Thus it will be appreciated that changing information such as a page

number is not included in the margins since this information is preferably displayed on



the re-writable portion of the display since it changes from one page to the next.

Preferably the margin comprises a blank space on a page, that is a region of the page

where there is substantially no information content (theoretically, in embodiments,

information which does not change from one page to the next such as logo could be

defined permanently in the non-rewriteable border). The cropping may comprise

removing edge portions of an image of a page and then, preferably, rescaling the page to

compensate for the cropping.

The page data is preferably in the form of image data defining an image of a page. This

facilitates display almost any type of information since blank space margins can be

identified by image processing. This in turn facilitates implementation of a technique in

a printer driver, thus making the technique agnostic to the type of information displayed

or the source of the information (word processor, image processor, music processor, e-

mail, web pages, or any other source of printed information). The technique may

therefore accept imaged data from a printer driver, for example incorporated within

another electronic device, or the technique may be implemented within the printer

driver itself, thus reducing the processing load on the electronic document reader and

saving power. In still other embodiments, however, the page data may include explicit

page layout information for processing.

In preferred implementations of the technique a pages is scaled so that when it is

displayed at least one element of information which changes from one page to another

substantially abuts an edge of the rewritable display portion adjacent the non-rewritable

border. For a top margin this may comprise, for example, a page number. In other

implementations or for example, at the option of a user, information of this type may be

omitted from the display to provide a closer to a 1:1, paper-like representation of a

displayed page. In this case, for a document, the margins may be defined by one or

more boundaries or a boundary box of words or other information content on the page

rather than by material which is in a header and/or footer or which is in what a word

processor might define as a margin of the page.

We also describe a method of displaying one or more pages of a document on an

electronic document reading device using a second, computerised electronic device, the



method comprising: opening said document on said second electronic device using an

application running on said second electronic device; using an intermediary code

module coupled to said application to generate image data representing an image of a

said page of said document to be displayed on said electronic document reading device;

sending said image of said page to said electronic document reading device; and

displaying said image of said page on said electronic document reading device.

In preferred embodiments of the method the electronic document reading device is able

to display the one or more page images directly, without further rendering locally on the

reading device (paperless printer). Preferably, therefore, the method involves one or

both of scaling and cropping an image of page using image data from one or more other

pages of the document prior to sending a page image to the electronic document reading

device. In embodiments the image sent to the reading device has a resolution

corresponding to a resolution of the re-writable display portion of the device and is

displayed at substantially this resolution. Thus in some preferred embodiments the

image data is provided to the document reading device in a standard image format,

optionally compressed, so that it need not be re-scaled. One example of an image format

which may be employed is the PNG (portable network graphics) image format, although

many other image formats are possible; if compression is employed preferably this is

lossless.

In some preferred embodiments the intermediary code module generating the image

data comprises a printer driver for the application. Preferably the application is invoked

by a management program, preferably in a manner which is hidden from the user. This

may comprise running a document display management program on said second

electronic device and using the management program to invoke the application to

perform the opening of the document such that the opening of the document is hidden

from the user. This enables automatic transfer of scaled and/or cropped documents or

document pages from a host device to a document reading device of the type we

describe, for example as part of an automatic, background synchronisation service. In

embodiments this avoids a user needing to invoke a synchronisation function as the

system will automatically render and send an image, at a suitable resolution, to the

reading device for display.



Preferably the management program is used to select an application to use for opening

the document, selecting a method of the invoking dependent on the application selected.

In some preferred implementation the management program runs as a background

service responsive to detection of a change in the document to automatically generate an

image of at least a changed part of the document and to send the image of the changed

part to the reading device. Additionally or alternatively however the application may be

invoked via a user command to display part or all of a document, for example a user

command to "print" a document to the paperless printer, a user dragging-and-dropping a

document onto an icon representing the paperless printer.

In some preferred embodiments the management program performs the printing by

controlling a relevant application for the document, transparently to the user, to process

the document, using a printer driver to form pixel images of the one or more printed

pages. In this way many complex functions supported by the application may be

provided for the paperless printer without the need to implement these separately and

for each different supported document type. The skilled person will understand from the

forgoing that virtually any type of document may be supported in this way providing

there is a suitable application on the second, computerised electronic device for printing

the document conventionally. Thus "document" is to be interpreted broadly, including

web pages, e-mails, image pages and many other types of document format even

including for example, musical stores and the like.

We also describe a method of displaying one or more pages of a document on an

electronic document reading device using a second, computerised electronic device, the

method comprising: running a document display management program on said second

electronic device; using said management program to invoke opening of said document

on said second electronic device using an application running on said second electronic

device; using a printer driver for said application to generate data representing said page

of said document to be displayed on said electronic document reading device; and

sending said data representing said page to said electronic document reading device for

display.



We also describe a consumer electronics device including a processor and non-volatile

memory and programmed to display one or more pages of a document on an electronic

document reading device using a second, computerised electronic device by: opening

said document on said second electronic device using an application running on said

second electronic device; using an intermediary code module coupled to said

application to generate image data representing an image of a said page of said

document to be displayed on said electronic document reading device; and sending said

image of said page to said electronic document reading device for display on said

electronic document reading device.

We also describe a consumer electronics device including a processor and non-volatile

memory and programmed to display one or more pages of a document on an electronic

document reading device using a second, computerised electronic device by: running a

document display management program on said second electronic device; using said

management program to invoke opening of said document on said second electronic

device using an application running on said second electronic device; using a printer

driver for said application to generate data representing said page of said document to

be displayed on said electronic document reading device; and sending said data

representing said page to said electronic document reading device for display.

The above-described methods and devices may be implemented using processor control

code, for example on a general purpose computer system or on a digital signal processor

(DSP). The code may be provided on a carrier such as a disk, CD- or DVD-ROM,

programmed memory such as read-only memory (Firmware). Code (and/or data) to

implement embodiments of the invention may comprise source, object or executable

code in a conventional programming language (interpreted or compiled) such as C, or

assembly code, code for setting up or controlling an ASIC (Application Specific

Integrated Circuit) or FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array), or code for a hardware

description language such as Verilog (Trade Mark) or VHDL (Very high speed

integrated circuit Hardware Description Language). As the skilled person will

appreciate such code and/or data may be distributed between a plurality of coupled

components in communication with one another.



Features of the above described aspects and embodiments of the invention may be

combined in any combination.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects of the invention will now be further described by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying figures in which:

Figures Ia to Ic show, respectively, a front, display face view, a rear view, and a

vertical cross-section view of an electronic document reading device according to an

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 shows a detailed vertical cross-section through a display portion of the device

of Figure 1;

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate display edging for the device of Figure 1;

Figure 4 shows a device having a border comprising touch sensitive elements;

Figure 4b shows a cross section through the edge of the device for figure 4a;

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of control electronics for an electronic document reader

according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figures 6a to 6c show examples of fitting document pages to a re-writable display

portion of an electronic document reader;

Figure 7 shows margins of an example document page;

Figure 8 shows a flow diagram of a procedure for establishing and applying a common

scaling to pages of a document with multiple pages to fit the pages within a re-writeable

display portion of an electronic document reader; and



Figure 9 shows a block diagram of a system for implementing a paperless electronic

document printing procedure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to Figures Ia to Ic, these schematically illustrate an electronic document

reading device 10 having a front display face 12 and a rear face 14. As can be seen

from Figure Ic, in preferred embodiments the display surface 12 is substantially flat to

the edges of the device and, in particular, lacks a display bezel. However in

embodiments described later it will be seen that the electronic (electrophoretic) display

does not extend right to the edges of the display surface 12, and rigid control electronics

are incorporated around the edges of the electronic display, this approach reducing the

overall thickness of the device and thus facilitating flex-tolerance, at the expense of

making the overall area of the device slightly larger.

Referring now to Figure 2, this illustrates a vertical cross-section through a display

region of the device between the frame members 16. The drawing is not to scale.

As can be seen, in preferred embodiments the device has a substantially transparent

front panel 100, for example made of Perspex (RTM), which acts as a structural

member. The active matrix pixel driver circuitry layer 106 may comprise an array of

organic or inorganic thin film transistors as disclosed, for example, in WOO 1/47045.

Such a front panel is not necessary and sufficient physical stiffness could be provided,

for example, by the substrate 108 optionally in combination with one or both of the

moisture barriers 102, 110.

The illustrated example of the structure comprises a substrate 108, typically of plastic

such as PET (polyethylene terephthalate) on which is fabricated a thin layer 106 of

organic active matrix pixel driver circuitry. Attached over this, for example by

adhesive, is an electrophoretic display 104, although alternative display media such as

an organic LED display medium or liquid-crystal display medium may also be used. A

moisture barrier 102 is provided over the electronic display 104, for example of



polyethylene and/or Aclar ™, a fluoropolymer (polychlorotrifluoroethylene-PCTFE). A

moisture barrier 110 is also preferably provided under substrate 108; since this moisture

barrier does not need to be transparent preferably moisture barrier 110 incorporates a

metallic moisture barrier such as a layer of aluminium foil. This allows the moisture

barrier to be thinner, hence enhancing overall flexibility.

Approximate example thicknesses for the layers are as follows: 100 µm for moisture

barrier 110, 200 µm for substrate 108, 5-6 µm for active layer 106, 190 µm for display

104, and 200 µm for moisture barrier 102. The set of layers 102-1 10 form an

encapsulated electronic display 112; preferably this is bonded, for example by adhesive,

to a transparent display panel 100. The front panel 100 may have a thickness in the

range 0.5 - 2 mm, for example approximately 1 mm.

Surprisingly it has been found that the presence of the front panel 100 has little effect on

the overall visual appearance of the display, in particular the contrast ratio. It is

speculated that this is because although whites become slightly greyer, black becomes

slightly blacker.

As mentioned above, the active area of the display does not extend to the edge of the

display surface, which enables the electronics to control the active display to be placed

around the edge of the reading device.

Referring to Figure 3a, this schematically illustrates a display edging arrangement (the

illustration is simplified, and not to scale). As shown the display edging 122 is provided

around the perimeter of the electrophoretic display 104. This display edging is coloured

to substantially match the colour of the active display area 104, which gives the

appearance that the reader is a single display extending to the edges of the reader

device. Thus in embodiments a boundary between the active display area and a border

of the active display area forming margins of a displayed page is at least partially

concealed and may be substantially invisible.

In an embodiment, the display edging may comprise a simple border which may be, for

example, sprayed onto the front panel 100. However in other embodiments to provide a



uniform appearance to a user display edging 112 may comprise electrophoretic display

material such as an additional, undriven sheet of electrophoretic display or an undriven

lateral extension of electrophoretic display 104.

Figure 3b shows an alternative embodiment of the display, which comprises a display

edging 122 that forms part of the front panel 100. Techniques such as dye sublimation

are used to embed the transparent front panel with coloured particles. Other techniques

for embedding coloured particles into the material of the transparent front panel 100

may be used.

A tapered portion 124 of the embedded particles, where the depth of penetration of the

particles into the front panel decreases as the distance from the edge (towards the centre

of the device) increases, provides a gradual fade from the display edge to the active

display. Such a taper provides a softer edge between the display edge and the active

display, which further helps to create the illusion that the active display extends to the

edge of the reading device.

Further, the device comprises a visual continuation between the border of the device and

the display, such that the display is flush to the border of the device. The visual

continuation of the two components (the border and the display) is such that the

appearance of a material continuation between the two components is also provided.

In embodiments, the electronic document reader comprises connectors located along an

edge of the device to enable the device to be connected to other electronic devices, such

as a laptop or desktop computer, a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), a mobile phone or

'smart' phone, or other such devices. A USB (universal serial bus) or similar connector

is, for example, provided. However, in embodiments, the electronic document reader

may also be provided with wireless interfaces (for example a infrared or Bluetooth™ or

other such interfaces). Such connections enable documents to be transferred to and from

the electronic document reader.

The device may also include a number of user controls for selecting documents and/or

pages, turning pages forward and back and the like. In embodiments, the border around



the active display comprises touch sensitive elements. However in other embodiments

the display may be touch sensitive, for example as described in our co-pending

international patent application PCT/GB2006/050220 hereby incorporated by reference

in its entirety. Such sensors may include capacitive sensors or resistive touch sensors.

The aforementioned patent application describes an arrangement in which a touch¬

screen component is positioned below the display, but which is nonetheless operable

from the front, display surface, in particular by laminating the display medium and

display backplane over a resistive touch-screen (using a pressure sensitive adhesive).

However the skilled person will appreciate that other forms of touch-screen technology

may additionally or alternatively be employed. In such embodiments, documents may

be electronically "marked-up", with mark-up data being written to or being associated

with the electronic document being displayed.

As mentioned above, embodiments may have a border comprising touch sensitive

elements, as shown for example in figure 4a. Such elements may provide a number of

user controls for selecting documents and / or pages, turning pages forward and back

and the like. The touch sensitive elements may be arranged around one or more of the

borders of the device. The touch sensors may be arranged such that location agnostic

gestures are enabled, wherein a user may perform the same gesture at any point around

the border to produce the same result, in particular, independent of orientation (portrait

or landscape) of the device.

Figure 4b shows a cross section through the edge of a device. To form such touch

sensors, an upper conductive layer of the touch sensor is patterned on the underside of

the border 122. The upper conductive layer is patterned to produce a sensor array,

which is formed of a design so as to enable touch sensitive gestures to be provided, both

in a horizontal and vertical direction. The upper conductive layer may be a conductive

polymer or preferably a metallic layer, such as, but not limited to copper, nickel, gold or

silver or alternatively a printable metal. The conductive layer maybe deposited using

techniques such as vacuum deposition, electroplating and printing techniques, such as

screen printing.



An insulator material layer is then deposited over the upper conductive layer, by

techniques such as but not limited to, spray or blade coating or printing techniques. A

lower conductive layer is then deposited over the dielectric layer and patterned, as

above. The lower conductive layer forms the ground plane and may also form the

tracking plane. Alternatively, a separate conductive layer may be deposited and

patterned as above to form the tracking plane, separated from the adjacent conductive

layer by a further layer of dielectric material.

Via hole interconnects are formed between the sensor array and the tracking plane, in

order to connect these two layers electrically. The tracking plane is then in turn

connected to the electronics of the device.

There are several ways that the connection may be formed between the upper

conductive layer and the electronics of the device. Such connections may be formed

mechanically, with the aid of an adhesive or through a welding process.

As mentioned above, in preferred embodiments the display medium is a reflective

display medium, in particular an electrophoretic display medium and the backplane

comprises a flexible substrate such as PET or PEN (polyethylene naphthalene).

Preferably the backplane is fabricated using solution-based transistors preferably

patterned by techniques such as direct-write printing, laser ablation or photolithography.

Further details can be found in the applicant's earlier patent applications, including, in

particular, WO 01/47045, WO 2004/070466, WO 01/47043, WO 2006/059162, WO

2006/056808, WO 2006/061658, WO 2006/106365 and PCT/GB2006/050265, all

hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

Referring now to Figure 5, this shows example control circuitry 1000 suitable for the

above-described electronic document reader 10. The control circuitry comprises a

controller 1002 including a processor, working memory and programme memory,

coupled to a user interface 1004 for example for controls 130. The controller is also

coupled to the active matrix driver circuitry 106 and electrophoretic display 104 by a

display interface 1006 for example provided by integrated circuits 120. In this way

controller 1002 is able to send electronic document data to the display 104 and,



optionally, to receive touch-sense data from the display. The control electronics also

includes non-volatile memory 1008, for example Flash memory for storing data for one

or more documents for display and, optionally, other data such as user bookmark

locations and the like. An external interface 1010 is provided for interfacing with a

computer such as laptop, PDA, or mobile or 'smart' phone 1014 to receive document

data and, optionally, to provide data such as user bookmark data. The interface 1010

may comprise a wired, for example USB, and/or wireless, for example Bluetooth™

interface and, optionally, an inductive connection to receive power. The latter feature

enables embodiments of the device to entirely dispense with physical electrical

connections and hence facilitates inter alia a simpler physical construction and

improved device aesthetics as well as greater resistance to moisture. A rechargeable

battery 1012 or other rechargeable power source is connected to interface 1010 for

recharging, and provides a power supply to the control electronics and display.

The skilled person will appreciate that processor control code for a wide range of

functions may be stored in the programme memory. By way of example a simple

document display procedure may comprise, in operation, sensing a user control 1050,

determining which document to update 1052, reading a portion of the relevant

document from the non-volatile memory 1054, and writing the read portion of the

document to the page display 1056.

As discussed above, electronic documents to be displayed on the reader may come from

a variety of sources, for example a laptop or desktop computer, a PDA (Personal Digital

Assistant), a mobile phone (eg Smart Phones such as the Blackberry™), or other such

devices. Using the wired (eg USB etc) or wireless (eg Bluetooth1M) interfaces, the user

can transfer such electronic documents to the document reader in a variety of ways.

Electronic documents may comprise any number of formats including, but not limited

to, PDF, Microsoft Word™, Bitmaps, JPG, TIFF and other known formats.

There are three main ways in which the transfer of files may occur.

A first is the act of transferring the file from a device, such as a mobile phone or a smart

phone to the reader. Once transferred, the file is then displayed on the reader. A second



method of transfer is the synchronisation of documents between the reader and a device,

as long as the reader is connected to a device such as a laptop. The same document is

therefore available on both devices. A third method of transfer is the act of printing the

document from a device such as a laptop or PC onto the reader. The image of the

document is therefore transferred to the reader. These methods will now be described in

more detail.

In a first method, electronic documents are stored in a separate laptop or desktop

computer, PDA or 'smart' phone. The user then connects the electronic document

reader to any of the above devices using the wired or wireless interfaces to synchronise

the reader to the devices. During this synchronisation, electronic documents that are

stored in any number of user-defined folders defined on the computer, PDA device or

'smart' phone, and that are not present in the memory of the reader are transferred to the

reader. Similarly, any documents not present on the computer, PDA or 'smart' phone

that are present on the reader (for example, documents that have been modified or

written to whilst displayed on the reader) may also be transferred back to the computer,

PDA or 'smart' phone.

In such a method, the Personal Computer (PC) takes control of the device and transfers

data to and from the device. To understand the capabilities of the device, the PC may

require several software components to be installed, for example, a printer driver; a

device driver (to manage the details of the communications protocol with the device)

and a controlling management application.

A second method of transferring the documents is similar to the first, in that documents

between a computer, PDA or 'smart' phone are synchronised with the documents

present in the memory of the reader. However, before the transfer begins (using the

wired or wireless interfaces), the user may select which documents are synchronised.

This may be achieved, for example, using a document management programme running

on the computer, PDA or 'smart' phone. The user indicates a selection on the computer,

PDA or 'smart' phone and only those files are synchronised. Alternatively, a live

synchronisation may be performed, where the reader could store all documents that

have been recently viewed on the computer, PDA or 'smart' phone.



A third method of transferring electronic documents to the reader from a computer,

PDA-type device or 'smart' phone involves the use of an intermediary module to

convert the electronic document into a suitable format for displaying on the display. In

such a method, the user "prints" the document to the reader so that the "printed"

document is displayed on the active display of the reader. The intermediary module may

include, amongst others, a printer driver module.

Thus an aspect the invention also provides a method uses an intermediary module to

generate an image file of each page within a document being printed (although it is not

essential, in embodiments of the invention, to employ such a technique).

These images may be compressed and stored in a native device format used by the

electronic reader. These files are then transferred to the electronic reader device as part

of a file synchronisation process.

One of the advantages of this technique is that it allows support for any document / file

for which the operating system has a suitable intermediary application, such as a printer

driver, installed. During the file synchronisation sequence the control program looks at

each document and determine whether the operating system associates an application

with that file, for example, a spreadsheet application will be associated with a

spreadsheet document. The control application invokes the associated application and

asks it to 'print' the document to the device printer. The result will be a series of

images in the device format corresponding to pages of the original document and will

appear on the electronic reader, as if the document had been printed.

The intermediary module may reside in the computer, PDA or 'smart' phone printing

the document, or reside in the document reader. Once a document has been selected for

printing to the reader, the intermediate module processes the electronic document to

enable the document to be displayed on the reader or on a remote server connected to

the PC, PDA or 'smart' phone.. Processing may include adjusting or cropping margins,

reformatting or repaginating text, converting picture elements within a document into a



suitable displayable content, and other such processes. In embodiments, the

intermediate module may, for example, be a device programme such as a printer driver.

A fourth method of transferring electronic documents to a reader involves the use of

Smart or mobile telephones that are capable of receiving and reading documents

(whether attached to or embedded in a message), for example the Blackberry™. In such

a method, the act of "opening" a document within the telephone processes and transfers

the electronic document to the reader for displaying. Again, this method of opening a

document may utilise an intermediary module to process the document, as described

above.

In such a method, the device may receive the documents via a wireless link such as

Bluetooth™. A Bluetooth equipped 'smart' phone transfers files stored in its internal

memory to the device. On receipt of such a file, if the file consists of a file format

supported natively by the device, the device renders the pages from the document to

store in the device memory. As soon as the first page is available, the file will be

displayed on screen of the device. Alternatively, the pages of the file may be rendered

before transmission to the device. Further, a remote server may be accessed by a

intermediary device, such as a PDA or a mobile or smart phone. The information

received by the intermediary device may be stored on such a device, before sending the

document on to the reader device.

Alternatively, the reader may be used as a storage device, for example, in the form of a

USB memory stick. Documents of interest may be transferred to the reader for the user

to access at a later date.

The active display area and (inactive) display edging are arranged to provide the user

with the appearance of a screen with a border or margin. Furthermore, in embodiments,

the document reader is dimensioned such that a page of an A4 document (ISO 216), or a

document in a US letter (ANSI/ASME Y14.1) format, or any standard paper size, may

be displayed at a 1:1 scale. Such an arrangement provides the user with a document

reader that therefore mimics the appearance of a printed sheet of A4 or US letter (or

other like document formats).



However, electronic documents for displaying on the document reader generally

comprise an unused border or margin around the edge of the text. If such a document

were to be presented on the display of the reader, there would be an unwanted and

unnecessary border or margin around the document being displayed. There is therefore

a need to remove this unwanted margin from the electronic document. Such a removal

of unwanted border or margin from the electronic document would advantageously

maximise the use of the active display area. The display edging therefore becomes the

border or margin that be present.

In addition to the reader, there is therefore also provided a cropping module that is

configured to process the electronic document to remove the unwanted border around

the text present in the document. The cropping module may reside in the reader or the

device from which the document is being transferred.

A device may be made such that the overall layout resembles standard paper sizes, such

as A4 or US letter. However, the active display part of such a device cannot extend to

the border of the device due to the electronics required to drive that display.

When showing a document on such a display there are several possibilities:

• Show the document at actual size. In this case, the edge of the document will be

lost to view as it will correspond to the area of the device that hides the

electronics. However, this is unlikely to be satisfactory as the lost area may

include text or images that form part of the document.

• Scale the document to the active display area. In this case, the whole document

is shown, but will be reduced in size significantly.

® Process the document to analyse how much margin area there is on a document

and scale the document such that only this margin area is lost behind the

electronics. In this case, no information is lost and the maximum size of content

is retained.



In order to generate the images for this latter choice, it is preferable to process the whole

document. It is important when viewing the document on the device that any scaling

factor applied to a page of the document is retained throughout the whole document.

This inhibits the text from growing or shrinking as the user changes page.

In the general case, the process knows nothing about the structure or content of a

document. In order to generate the information, it is necessary to process the document

in two passes. The first pass will "print" the document to a series of images; each image

representing a single page. On each page, the largest margin on each of the four sides is

determined. For each side, the smallest of the set of pages is retained. So for example, if

on page 1, the top margin is 10 mm and on page 2 the top margin is 20 mm, we retain

10 mm as the smallest of the largest margin available.

At the end of the first pass, sizes are available for each of the margins. A simple

calculation will work out a (proportionally correct) scale factor that will allow content

on any page in the document to be shown in the active display area of the device. The

scale should be adjusted to ensure that it never makes the text larger than life-size ( 1:1

scale). This value is used to run the document through a second pass of printing, to

optimise the print for the display.

Referring now to Figure 6 this shows an electronic document reading device (paperless

printer) 600 with a re-writeable electrophoretic display portion 602 and a border region

604 (in Figure 6 the border is shaded for clarity; in reality it is matched to the re-

writeable display area so as to appear like a continuation of the display area). A typical

printed document has one or more pages 606, each page of which will have a margin on

each of the top, bottom, left and right side which contains no content.

In an ideal situation (Figure 6a), the size of the margins would be at least the same size

as the display edging of the reader. If such a page is displayed on the reader at the same

size as it would be printed on a conventional printer (a preferred default setting of the

device), then the reader will not lose any content (the margins correspond to the non re-

writeable display area). However, in general not all the pages will meet this

requirement: Their margins are likely to be smaller than the device edging, and in this



case part of the content will be obscured as shown in Figure 6b. Therefore, it is

desirable to reduce the physical page size, to display all of the content, as shown in

Figure 6c.

In a general case the process for analysing a document knows nothing about the

structure of the document and determines, the margin information it uses from images

of the pages. In an embodiment these images are created using a program which is

configured to appear to an application like a (printer driver) program for regular printer

page generation. However, at the end instead of sending a printer command set to a

printer, it creates a bitmap image on disc.

A management application program then loads this image and examines the image and

determine what the margins 702a-d are, as shown in Figure 7. The skilled person will

appreciate that the determination these margins for a page is relatively straightforward.

The page image can be then recreated to a size that allows the actual content to be

optimally fitted to the resolution of the active display area.

If first image generation pass could be created with the "correct" scaling factor, this

would remove the need to run the computationally expensive process again for the

second pass. It is possible to make a reasonable guess based upon previous knowledge

of document types. This can take advantage of the fact that many users set their margins

once in their word processor and use those settings for all documents. Embodiments of

the process may then "learn" that setting, optimally separately for each user of a device.

However it is possible, often likely, that many pages within a document have different

margins. This would provide a poor reading experience if each page were scaled

individually. For example, as the reader changed pages the same 12pt font could be

rendered at any size from 100% of the print equivalent down to 70% of the original. It

is thus desirable to apply the same scaling to the whole document. To achieve this,

rather than look at the margins of a single page preferably substantially every page is

examined. For each of the left, right, top and bottom margins the process finds the

smallest measured value found throughout the whole document. These values can then

be used to re-parsc the whole document to an optimal scaling to suit the display, that is



a scaling in which the largest actual content size just fits on the re-writable portion of

the display.

Referring now to Figure 8, this shows a flow diagram of a procedure to enable use of

the processing power of a "host" consumer electronics device to render, re-scale and

crop page data, providing images of pages for direct display on an electronic document

reading device (paperless printer), thus substantially reducing the processing burden on

the display device. This in turn facilitates achieving extremely long battery life times in

the "printer".

In the procedure of Figure 8, a document 800, either stored locally or received from a

remote source, is used to invoke a "print" function on the paperless printer (this is

described further below). The procedure then locates an application associated with the

document (802) and checks (804) that a print function is supported for this type of

document (if it is not an error message can be displayed). The procedure then optionally

checks if previous scaling data is available, for example determined from another

document previously printed by the same user. If this information is available the

procedure reads the information from non-volatile memory (808); otherwise the

procedure continues, and determines a scaling to employ.

Thus at step 810 the procedure invokes the relevant application for the document to

print the document using a printer driver to a set of image pages, preferably at a

resolution of the paperless printer (electronic document reading device), for example in

one embodiment 1280 x 1220. The procedure then initialises a set of margin sizes for

left, right, top and bottom margins to a set of maximum values (for 100% scaling), at

step 812. Then, for each page (814) the procedure measures the margins on the page

(816) as shown in Figure 7 and, for each margin (818) determines whether or not the

margin is less than the relevant stored value, updating the stored value (820) if the

measured margin is smaller, and continuing (822) until the last page is reached. The

procedure then uses the smallest margin values to determine a scaling which is to be

applied to all of the pages so that one or more pages with a smallest margin size fit

within the re-writeable portion of the display (824). Optionally this scaling data is



stored, optionally together with a user identification (826) for later use in printing a

second document without repeating the scaling procedure.

The procedure then invokes the application for the document a second time to "print" to

image pages at the determined scaling using the printer driver, providing the desired

scale as an input to the print-to-image driver. The management program then crops the

images using the smallest determined margins (830), the result of this again being

images of pages at substantially the same resolution as that of the electronic document

display device (paperless printer), for example 1280 x 920. These images are then sent

to the electronic document reader for a "printing" (display) at 1: 1 resolution, thus

substantially reducing the processing burden within the electronic document reading

device. The scaled "printing" at step 828 can straightforwardly implement advanced

functions such as anti-aliasing and font hinting (for grey scale fonts) since these

functions are performed by a printer driver for the application. Thus, broadly speaking,

a result of the procedure is to strip off margins, the same size for each page, in which no

information content is present and then to stretch the resulting page, automatically

scaling fonts and performing functions such as hinting, to match a target resolution for

the paperless printer.

The skilled person will appreciate that there are many ways in which to transfer the

image data to the paperless printer, for example providing the information directly to the

device or as part of a synchronisation routine to synchronise content in one or both

directions between the consumer electronic device and the paperless printer. The

paperless printer, in embodiments, stores actual images of pages rather than data defined

in the content of a page at some higher level. In this context an image of a page

comprises a map with a pixel value defining the pixel colour, grey scale, or black/white

level, for substantially each pixel of the re-writeable display portion of the paperless

printer. This image data may be compressed, for example according to a lossless

technique. Surprisingly an image of a page typically occupies only 10-20 KB and is thus

not significantly less efficient then page data represented in a higher level format such

as ASCII once additional formatting data is taken into account. Thus non-volatile

memory in the paperless printer may store tens of thousands of pages.



Referring next to Figure 9, this shows more details of how elements of the procedure of

Figure 8 are distributed between different software modules and implemented. Thus the

procedure of Figure 8 in the example of Figure 9 is implemented on a laptop computer

900, although it will be understood that other types of computerised electronic device

may also be employed including, but not limited to, a PDA (personal digital assistant)

and a mobile phone. Page image data 902 at a resolution substantially equal to that of a

resolution of the paperless printer is sent to the paperless printer 904 for display.

Optionally (not shown in Figure 9) information such as annotation data representing

user annotations on a paperless printer document may be transferred back from

paperless printer 904 to consumer electronic device at 900, for example as part of a

synchronisation procedure.

In preferred embodiments, the management program 906 runs as a background service

on the device 900, hidden from a general user. A graphical user interface 908 is

provided, for example on a desktop of device 900, to allow a user to setup parameters of

the paperless printing mechanism, although in preferred embodiments the "printing"

itself happens automatically. That is, in some preferred embodiments a system 910, for

example provided by an operating system of device 900, monitors one or more

directories for changes in documents 800 and on detection of a change informs the

management program 906. This then automatically invokes a synchronisation

procedure to provide an update document image, using the technique described above.

In this way the management program automatically "prints" documents (or at least a

changed part of a document), in a visual, image format, to the electronic reader when a

document changes. The image information is stored on the electronic reader although it

need not be displayed immediately. This sync update can be quick, in part because the

processing is performed on the host. Optionally a drag-and-drop interface may also be

provided for a user so that when a user drags and drops a document onto an appropriate

icon the management program provides a (transparent) paperless print function for the

user.

Thus in one embodiment in a Windows (registered Trademark) environment the

management program opens a hidden desktop (a Windows function) and then opens the

relevant application for the document in the hidden desktop. The application is run to



process the document and print the document using a printer driver to print to an image

file. This image file is then parsed by the management program 906 which determines a

scaling, and then the document is reprinted at the determined scaling (if a scaling is

known the initial parsing procedure may be omitted). The management program then

crops the scaled image data and outputs image data at a pixel resolution suitable for the

paperless printer 904, for printing without further rendering. Thus when the documents

is wanted for display on the paperless printer, minimal further processing is necessary.

This technique may be used for a range of programs including, for example, Microsoft

Word, Microsoft Outlook, Internet Explorer (all Registered Trademarks) and the like.

For other programs, for example XL2007 (Registered Trademark) rather than opening a

hidden desktop the application may be invoked by the management program 906 by

running a script. Similar approaches may be adopted in other operating systems, for

example Apple Mac computers based on a Unix-type operating system.

The skilled person will understand that, in this specification, "document" is used

broadly since the techniques we describe are applicable to any information on a page,

not just words, including for example, pictures, music and in general any material which

may be printed to a page. Thus references to pages of a document are to be interpreted

broadly and may include, for example, web pages, e-mails, image pages and many other

types of document, for example music scores. It will also be understood that

embodiments of the device we describe may be used for writing as well as reading, for

example to annotate a page which is being read.

No doubt many other effective alternatives will occur to the skilled person. It will be

understood that the invention is not limited to the described embodiments and

encompasses modifications apparent to those skilled in the art lying within the spirit and

scope of the claims appended hereto.



CLAIMS:

1. A portable paperless electronic printer for displaying a printed document on an

electronic paper display, the paperless electronic printer comprising:

an input to receive print data from an output of a printer driver of a computerised

electronic device, said print data comprising data for one or more document pages to be

printed;

non-volatile memory for storing data derived from said print data;

a non-volatile reflective display to provide an electronic paper display of stored

said print data for a said document page to mimic said document page when printed on

paper; and

a processor coupled to said input, to said non-volatile memory, and to said non¬

volatile reflective display and configured to input said print data, to store said data

derived from said print data in said non-volatile memory, and to provide to said non¬

volatile reflective display data for displaying a said document page derived from said

stored data.

2 . A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 1 wherein said print data

comprises an image of a printed said document page.

3. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein said data

derived from said print data comprises a lossless compressed version of said print data.

4. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3 wherein said

data derived from said print data defines an image of a printed said document page with

cropped margins.

5. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4

wherein said non-volatile reflective display has a border substantially visually matched

to said display to give the impression that part of a displayed document page extends

beyond said display into said border.



6. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 5 when dependent on

claim 4 wherein said part of a displayed document page which extends beyond said

border comprises said cropped margins of said document page.

7. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 5 or 6 wherein said

display and said borders have a lateral spatial extent substantially equal to a size of said

displayed document page, whereby said displayed document page extends substantially

to lateral boundaries of said paperless electronic printer.

8. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 5 6 or 7 wherein no

portion of said display extends in front of said display surface.

9. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 5, 6, 7 or 8 wherein

said border includes touch sensitive regions.

10. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in claim 9 wherein said

paperless electronic printer has a portrait orientation and a landscape orientation, and

wherein said processor is configured to recognise one or more touch gestures performed

on said border irrespective of said orientation.

11. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8

wherein at least a part of said display in touch sensitive, and wherein said processor is

further configured and store data input using said touch sensitive display, and to

synchronise with said computerised electronic device to provide said stored data input

to said computerised electronic device.

12. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 11

wherein said non-volatile reflective display comprises an electrophoretic display.

13. A method of printing a document onto an electronic paper display, the method

comprising:

inputting print data from a printer driver of a computerised electronic device,

said print data comprising data for one or more document pages to be printed;



storing data derived from said print data in non-volatile memory;

reading said data derived from said print data from said non-volatile memory;

providing to a non-volatile reflective display document page data for displaying

a document page derived from said stored data; and

displaying said document page data on said non-volatile reflective display to

mimic said document page when printed on paper.

14. A method as claimed in claim 13 wherein said non-volatile reflective display is

smaller than said displayed document page and has a non-rewriteable border, and

wherein said displaying comprises displaying said document page such that said border

gives the impression of a margin of said document page.

15. A method as claimed in claim 13 or 14 wherein said print data comprises an

image of a printed said document page at substantially a resolution of a re-writeable

portion of said electronic paper display, said re-writable portion of said electronic paper

display comprising said non-volatile reflective display.

16. A portable paperless electronic printer as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 15

wherein said non-volatile reflective display comprises an electrophoretic display.

17. A carrier carrying processor control code to, when running, implement the

method of any one of claims 13 to 16.
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